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S.B. No.1 (Plain)

Special Report,

SUBJECT

Troops Out

Movement
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METROPOLITAN POLICE

SPECIAL BRANCH

. day of September 19 75

1. The following information has been received from a
reliable source:-

2. "The London group of the /Big Flame Ire d Commission'
•_.(13. 4Q.L.Met at Privacy L, the me of LPrivacy]
L_ Privacy_j between-5mand-11:15i3m on Wednesday 17 . .September

1975.; The meeting, which was attended by six persons, was
chaired byl-Privacy

3. The meeting began with an informal discussion, introduced
by chard CRESSUM, on the virtual takeover of the South East
London Branch of the Troops Out Movement by members of Workers
Fight and the Revolutionary Communist Group. Nothing definite
was decided by those present but it was suggested that a
breakaway branch be formed, possibly in Woolwich, where the
South East London Branch had all its Labour Movement contacts.

4. Rick UBSOM then gave a talk on the current situation in
Northern Irqrand, but nothing of particular interest was mentioned.

5. The o4.177._QthenAtP1?1,to be discussed was a draft document
prepared by Privacy for submission to the forthcoming
National Derei-dY(5.6-06h16 hce of the Troops Out Movement. It was
reported that a large number of amendments had to be made to the
draft, but it was hoped that the document would be ready to be
included in the TOM internal bulletin before the conference."

6. References of persons present:

Privacy

tr.:ie.-Chard CHESSUM -402/75/75

Privacy

,;erck GIBSON 405/75/202

Privacy
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